Abstract-Graph partitioning is important for optimizing the performance and communication cost of large graph processing jobs. Recently, many graph applications such as social networks store their data on geo-distributed datacenters (DCs) to provide services worldwide with low latency. This raises new challenges to existing graph partitioning methods, due to the costly Wide Area Network (WAN) usage and the multi-levels of network heterogeneities in geo-distributed DCs. In this paper, we propose a geo-aware graph partitioning method named G-Cut, which aims at minimizing the inter-DC data transfer time of graph processing jobs in geo-distributed DCs while satisfying the WAN usage budget. G-Cut adopts two novel optimization phases which address the two challenges in WAN usage and network heterogeneities separately. G-Cut can be also applied to partition dynamic graphs thanks to its light-weight runtime overhead. We evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of G-Cut using realworld graphs with both real geo-distributed DCs and simulations. Evaluation results show that G-Cut can reduce the inter-DC data transfer time by up to 58% and reduce the WAN usage by up to 70% compared to state-of-the-art graph partitioning methods with a low runtime overhead.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graph processing is an emerging computation model for a wide range of applications, such as social network analysis [1] , [2] , natural language processing [3] and web information retrieval [4] . Graph processing systems such as Pregel [5] , GraphLab [6] and PowerGraph [7] follow the "think-as-avertex" philosophy and encode graph computation as vertex programs which run in parallel and communicate through edges of the graphs. Vertices iteratively update their states according to the messages received from neighboring vertices. Thus, efficient communication between vertices and their neighbors is important to improving the performance of graph processing algorithms. Graph partitioning plays a vital role in reducing the data communication cost and ensuring load balance of graph processing jobs [7] , [8] .
Many graph applications, such as social networks, involve large sets of data spread in multiple geographically distributed (geo-distributed) datacenters (DCs). For example, Facebook receives terabytes of text, image and video data everyday from users around the world [9] . In order to provide reliable and low-latency services to the users, Facebook has built four geodistributed DCs to maintain and manage those data. Also, it is sometimes impossible to move data out of their DC due to privacy and government regulation reasons [10] . Therefore, it is inevitable to process those data in a geo-distributed way. We identify a number of technical challenges for partitioning and processing graph data across geo-distributed DCs.
First, the data communication between graph partitions in the geo-distributed DCs goes through the Wide Area Network (WAN), which is usually much more expensive than intra-DC data communication [11] . Most existing cloud providers, such as Amazon EC2, charge higher prices on inter-region network traffic than on intra-region network traffic [12] . Traditional graph partitioning methods which try to balance the workload among different partitions while reducing the vertex replication rate [7] may end up with large inter-DC data transfer size and hence large WAN cost. Another extreme example is to replicate the entire graph data in every DC in advance, which although greatly reduces the inter-DC data transfer size during graph processing, causes huge WAN cost for data replications. Hence, a more efficient approach to reduce the WAN usage cost during graph partitioning in geodistributed DCs is needed.
Second, the geo-distributed DCs have highly heterogeneous network bandwidths on multiple levels. On the one hand, the uplink and downlink bandwidths of a DC can be highly heterogeneous due to the different link capacities and resource sharing among multiple applications [11] . We have found more than four times difference between the uplink and downlink bandwidths of the cc2.8xlarge Amazon EC2 instances. On the other hand, the network bandwidths of the same type of link in different DCs can also be heterogeneous due to different hardwares and workload patterns in the DCs. For example, it has been observed that the network bandwidth of the EU region is both faster and more stable than the network bandwidth of the US region in Amazon EC2 [13] . What makes it worse is that many graphs have heterogeneous traffic patterns in different vertices due to the power-law distribution of vertex degrees [7] , [8] . Thus, even if the amount of data transfered across DCs is minimized, it can still result in long inter-DC data transfer time if not considering the multiple levels of network heterogeneities.
To address the above challenges, we propose a geo-aware graph partitioning method named G-Cut for geo-distributed DCs. Compared to other resources such as CPU and memory, WAN bandwidth is more scarce in the geo-distributed environment. Thus, our goal in this paper is to optimize the performance of graph processing jobs by minimizing the inter-DC data transfer time while satisfying user-defined WAN usage budget constraint. However, considering the heterogeneities in graph traffic and network bandwidths, and given the large sizes of many geo-distributed graphs, obtaining a good partitioning result is non-trivial. Thus, G-Cut adopts two optimization phases which address the two challenges in WAN usage and network heterogeneities separately. In the first phase, we propose a streaming heuristic which aims at minimizing the inter-DC data transfer size (i.e., runtime WAN usage) and utilize the one-pass streaming partitioning method to quickly assign the edges onto different DCs. In the second phase, we propose two partition refinement heuristics which identify the network performance bottlenecks and refine the graph partitioning generated in the first phase to reduce the inter-DC data transfer time. Thanks to the two-phases optimization, G-Cut exhibits a light-weight runtime overhead and can be easily and efficiently extended to support the partitioning of dynamic graphs. We evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of G-Cut with five real-world graphs and three different graph algorithms, and compare it with three state-of-the-art graph partitioning methods [7] , [8] . Evaluation results show that GCut can reduce the inter-DC data transfer time by up to 58% and reduce the WAN usage by up to 70% compared to the other methods. Regarding the overhead, it takes less than 8 seconds for G-Cut to partition one million edges, which is comparable to existing methods.
The following of this paper is organized as below. Section II introduces the background and related work. We formulate the graph partitioning problem in Section III and introduce our proposed techniques in Section IV and V. We evaluate G-Cut in Section VI and conclude this paper in Section VII.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK A. Geo-distributed Datacenters
Many cloud providers and large companies are deploying their services globally to guarantee low latency to users around the world. For example, Amazon EC2 currently has 14 geographically distributed service regions [15] and Google has tens of DCs distributed in four different regions [17] . Figure 1 uses Amazon EC2 as a case study to show the scenario of providing geo-distributed services. In this example, user data are stored and updated in local DCs to provide low-latency services to local users and are transfered through the WAN to other DCs for collective computations. U i (D i ) stands for the uplink (downlink) bandwidth from a DC i to an endpoint of the WAN. We measure the uplink/downlink bandwidths from the US East, Asia Pacific Singapore and Sydney regions of Amazon EC2 to/from the WAN using cc2.8xlarge instances and have the following observations. Table I , the downlink bandwidths of all the three regions are several times higher than their uplink bandwidths. This is mainly due to the different link capacities and resource sharing among multiple applications [11] . Our evaluation on Amazon EC2 shows that many instance types, such as c4.4xlarge, cc2.8xlarge and m4.10xlarge, show significant differences between their uplink and downlink bandwidths.
Observation 2: the bandwidths of different DCs are also heterogeneous. For example, the uplink and downlink bandwidths of the Singapore region are 17% and 40% higher than those of the Sydney region, respectively. This is mainly due to the differences of hardware and the amount of workloads between different cloud regions [13] .
Observation 3: using WAN bandwidth is pricy. Using network bandwidth within a single DC is usually fast and cheap. However, it is not the case when using WAN in geodistributed DCs. For example, data transfer within the same region of Amazon EC2 is usually free of charge, while sending data to the Internet can be very pricy and region-dependent as shown in Table I . This is because the providers of geodistributed DCs have to rent WAN bandwidth from Internet Service Providers and pay accordingly for the WAN usage.
B. Graph Processing Systems
Many graph processing systems, such as Gemini [18] , Pregel [5] , GraphLab [6] and PowerGraph [7] , follow the "think-as-a-vertex" philosophy and provide user-friendly vertex-centric abstractions for users to efficiently implement graph processing algorithms.
In this paper, we consider the widely-used GAS graph processing model proposed in PowerGraph [7] , which iteratively executes user-defined vertex computations until convergence. It is our future work to extend this study to other graph processing models. There are three computation stages in each GAS iteration, namely Gather (Sum), Apply and Scatter. In the gather stage, each active vertex receives data from all gathering neighbors and a sum function is defined to aggregate the received data into a gathered sum. In the apply stage, each active vertex updates its data using the gathered sum. In the scatter stage, each active vertex activates its scattering neighbors for executions in the next iteration. A global barrier is defined to make sure all vertices have completed their computations before proceeding to the next iteration (the synchronized mode). For example, with PageRank algorithm, the vertex data is a numeric value indicating the rank of a webpage. The gather and scatter functions are executed on the in and out neighbors of a vertex, respectively. The sum function aggregates neighboring data using weighted sum.
Due to different user-defined vertex data and computation functions, the traffic pattern in each GAS iteration can be highly heterogeneous [8] . First, the data size transferred by different vertices can be highly variant, mainly due to the different degrees of vertices. In natural graphs, the degrees of vertices usually follow power-law distribution [7] , which causes a small portion of vertices consuming most of the traffic during graph processing [8] . Second, the sent and received data sizes of a single vertex can also be different, mainly depending on the different features of graph processing algorithms and the number of in/out neighbors of the vertex. For example, in PageRank, the data sizes sent from and received by a vertex are often proportional to the number of out and in neighbors of the vertex, respectively. Constructing a synthetic power-law graph [7] with λ = 2.1, the difference between the numbers of in and out neighbors of a vertex can be up to 500x.
C. Graph Partitioning Methods
Existing graph processing engines adopt either edge-cut [5] , [6] or vertex-cut [7] , [19] method to partition graphs onto multiple machines by cutting them through edges or vertices, respectively. Edge-cut replicates cross-partition edges which cause data communication between partitions. Vertex-cut on the other hand replicates cross-partition vertices. Although it also causes communication between vertex replicas, it has the benefit of maintaining data locality for vertices. Recent studies find that vertex-cut is more efficient than edge-cut for graphs following power-law degree distribution [7] . As many real graphs usually follow power-law degree distribution, we focus on vertex-cut other than edge-cut in this paper.
The Greedy approach used in PowerGraph [7] is a vertexcut partitioning method which is adopted by many graph processing engines aiming at minimizing the number of vertex replicas while achieving load balancing. Recently, a hybrid-cut method [20] is proposed to use edge-cut for lowdegree vertices and vertex-cut for high-degree vertices for skewed graphs. However, both methods are not aware of the heterogeneity in network bandwidths and thus are not suitable for graph partitioning in geo-distributed DCs.
To provide light-weight partitioning for large-scale graphs, the one-pass streaming-based partitioning method has been utilized to generate fast and comparable graph partitioning results [21] , [22] . Hereafter, we discuss several graph partitioning methods which are most relevant to this paper. Xu et. al [23] propose to consider the heterogeneous computing (e.g., CPU frequency) and communication (e.g., network bandwidth) capabilities when placing graph vertices to different machines, in order to minimize the execution time of graph processing jobs. However, their method cannot be applied directly to the graph partitioning problem in geo-distributed DCs, due to both inter-and intra-DC network heterogeneities in the geodistributed environment. Mayer et. al [8] propose an adaptive streaming graph partitioning method named GrapH. It considers the heterogeneity in vertex traffic and networking prices during edge assignment (i.e., vertex-cut), aiming at minimizing the communication costs for graph processing jobs. However, GrapH is not aware of the multi-level network bandwidth heterogeneities in geo-distributed DCs, and thus can lead to large inter-DC data transfer time. Chen at al. [24] studied the graph partitioning and placement on the heterogeneous network in a single data center. Thus, their study does not capture the feature of geo-distributed environments.
D. Motivation
We give a simple example to demonstrate the importance of a heterogeneity-aware graph partitioning method for geodistributed DCs. Figure 2 shows a graph with six vertices, where the input data of vertex 0, 1 and 2 are stored in DC 1 and those of the rest vertices are stored in DC 2. The network bandwidths of the two DCs are given in the figure, where we can find that the downlink of DC 2 is the bottlenecked link.
With the vertex-centric abstraction of the GAS model, we can easily partition graphs using vertex-cut to parallelize vertex computations. For each vertex, one of the replicas is selected as the master and all the other replicas are called mirrors. In the gather stage, each replica gathers data from their local neighbors and sends the gathered data to the master. The master then aggregates all received data into the gathered sum. In the apply stage, the master updates the vertex data using the gathered sum and sends the updated data to all mirrors. In the scatter stage, each replica is responsible for activating its local neighbors. In this example, we assume the Sum() function of the graph processing algorithm aggregates two messages by simply binding them together. For simplicity, we assume the data sizes of all vertices are the same (∀i = 0,..., 5, a i = 1 MB). The inter-DC data transfer time can be calculated as the sum of the time spent in the gather stage (mirrors to master) and apply stage (master to mirrors).
Comparing the traditional vertex-cut approach [7] and our approach, we find that the traditional vertex-cut method has a smaller vertex replication rate and better load-balancing. However, due to the ignorance of network heterogeneity, the inter-DC networking of the traditional vertex-cut method is bounded by the downlink of DC 2. On the contrary, the heterogeneity-aware vertex-cut avoids using the downlink of DC 2 and thus can greatly reduce the inter-DC data transfer time from 1.2s to 0.2s.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this paper, we study the graph partitioning problem in geo-distributed DCs. We first present the assumptions of the 
The aggregated data size transfered from the mirror in DC r to the master of vertex v during the gather stage in iteration i
The combined data size sent from the master of vertex v to each mirror in the apply stage of iteration i U r
The uploading bandwidth of DC r D r
The downloading bandwidth of DC r B
The WAN usage budget problem. Second, we mathematically formulate the problem as a constrained optimization problem. Table II summarizes the notations used in problem formulation.
A. Model Overview
We study how to partition a large graph onto multiple geodistributed DCs. The graph data are generated and stored in geo-distributed locations. For simplicity, we assume that the graph data are not replicated across DCs initially and each machine executes only one vertex replica at a time. We assume that there are unlimited computation resources in each single DC, and the inter-DC data communication is the bottleneck to graph processing in geo-distributed DCs. This assumption is valid in geo-distributed environments since the WAN bandwidth is much more scarce than the computation resources such as CPU and memory. We also assume that the DCs are connected with a congestion-free network and the bottlenecks of the network are only from the uplinks/downlinks of DCs [11] . This assumption is based on the observation that many datacenter owners are expanding their services world wide and are very likely to build their own private WAN infrastructure [25] . The graph partitioning algorithm is applied before executing graph processing jobs.
B. Problem Definition
Consider a graph G(V, E) with input data stored in M geodistributed DCs, where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges in the graph.
With the distributed GAS model, the inter-DC network traffic mainly comes from the gather stage and the apply stage. For a given iteration i and a vertex v, each mirror in DC r sends aggregated data of size g r v (i) to the master of v in the gather stage and the master sends the combined data of size a v (i) to each mirror to update the vertex data in the apply stage. To simplify the calculation of data transfer time, we assume there is a global barrier between the gather stage and the apply stage. Thus, the data transfer time in iteration i can be formulated as the sum of the data transfer times in gather and apply stages. In each DC, the data transfer finishes when the data transfer on both up and down links are finished. Thus, we have:
where I r v is a boolean indicator showing whether the replica of vertex v in DC r is the master (I r v = 1) or not (I r v = 0). R(v) is the set of DCs containing at least one replica of v and initially contains only L v . U r and D r are the uplink and downlink bandwidths of DC r, respectively.
Our goal is to find an optimal assignment of edges to DCs, in order to minimize the inter-DC data transfer time while satisfying WAN usage budget constraint B. The WAN usage includes the cost of replicating vertex input data across DCs W rep and the runtime inter-DC network traffic. We formulate the problem as a constrained optimization problem as below.
s.t.
IV. GEO-AWARE GRAPH PARTITIONING Obtaining a good edge assignment in geo-distributed DCs is a challenging problem, mainly due to the heterogeneous graph traffic and multi-levels of network bandwidth heterogeneities. In this paper, we propose a geo-aware graph partitioning algorithm named G-Cut, which incorporates two optimization phases to address the two challenges separately. In the first phase, we study the traffic pattern in graphs and propose a streaming heuristic to minimize the inter-DC data transfer size. We then utilize the one-pass streaming partitioning method to quickly assign graph edges onto different DCs. In the second phase, we propose two partition refinement heuristics which identify the bottlenecks of network performance and refine the graph partitioning generated in the first phase accordingly to reduce the inter-DC data transfer time. In the following, we introduce the two optimization phases in details.
A. Traffic-Aware Graph Partitioning
The initial locations of vertices can greatly affect the graph partitioning results and the resulted inter-DC network traffic. Thus, we first discuss how to partition a graph given the initial locations of vertices and then consider moving the input data of vertices to further reduce the inter-DC network traffic size.
1) Streaming Graph Partitioning: Given the initial locations of vertices (i.e., where the input data of vertices are located), we adopt the streaming graph partitioning approach to quickly partition a graph. We view a graph as a stream of edges e 0 ,...,e |E|−1 to be assigned to a graph partition. The number of partitions is the same as the number of DCs. The order of edges in the set can be decided randomly or using breadth-or depth-first traversals. Existing studies have shown that the random order of edges can produce nearly the same result as that produced by optimized edge orders [21] . Thus, we randomly order the edges in the stream. One important design parameter in streaming partitioning is the heuristic which decides where to place an incoming edge. In this paper, we design a traffic-aware streaming heuristic.
When placing an edge (u, v) in a DC r, it can cause two types of additional network traffic to DC r. First, the a v (i) ), which is used to synchronize the updated vertex data between the master and the added mirror replica of u (v) in the apply stage of the GAS model. Second, the data passed along the edge (u, v) increases the local aggregated data size of u and/or v during the communication between master and mirror replicas in the gather stage. Denote the aggregated data size transfered from the mirror of a vertex v in DC r to the master replica during the gather stage in iteration i as g r v (i). We calculate the increased gathering traffic size caused by placing an edge (u, v) in DC r in iteration i as follows. Without loss of generosity, we assume graphs are directed and data are gathered from in-edges.
, otherwise
Based on the above analysis of graph traffic pattern, we derive the following streaming heuristic which always tries to place an incoming edge (u, v) to the DC with the lowest increased inter-DC network traffic. 
i).
After the edge assignment, we build local subgraphs in each DC and create vertex replicas as needed. The time complexity of the streaming graph partitioning is O(|E|). As our streaming heuristic prioritizes DCs which do not require replicating vertices, our partitioning method can result in a low vertex replication rate and hence low W rep size as shown in our evaluations. We select the replica with the largest number of local neighbors in each DC as the master of a vertex, in order to further reduce the inter-DC network traffic.
2) Moving Input Data of Vertices:
We move the input data of a vertex by replicating the input data to another DC and set this new DC as the initial location of the vertex. Changing the initial locations of vertices can affect the streaming partitioning results and potentially lead to lower inter-DC network traffic. For example, as shown in Figure 3 , moving the input data of vertex 0 from DC 2 to DC 1 can reduce the inter-DC data transfer size by a 0 (i).
In many graphs, the input data sizes of vertices are much larger than the intermediate data size transferred during graph processing. For example, when we query for users who have twitted on the same topic in the Twitter graph, the input data of each vertex may contain the past tweets of the user while the intermediate data can be only the IDs of the users matching the query. Thus, we mainly apply the input data movement to high-degree vertices, which are usually the hotspots of data processing in graph algorithms and have large sizes of intermediate data. We choose the top threshold high-degree vertices as moving candidates and order them in a queue according to their scores. The score of a candidate is calculated as the difference between the reduced inter-DC data transfer size caused by moving the candidate and its input data size. Iteratively, we move the input data of the candidates in the queue to the DCs which lead to the largest reduction to inter-DC data transfer size until no further improvement can be obtained or the WAN usage budget constraint is violated.
B. Network-Aware Partition Refinement
After the traffic-aware partitioning, we obtain graph partitions with small inter-DC data traffic size. In this phase, we consider the multi-levels of network heterogeneities in geo-distributed DCs and propose two heuristics to address them. First, we have a partition mapping heuristic which takes the heterogeneous uplink and downlink bandwidths into consideration, and maps the partitions to different DCs in order to reduce the inter-DC data transfer time. Second, we consider the network heterogeneities between different DCs and use edge migrations to diminish the data traffic in bottlenecked DCs to further reduce the inter-DC data transfer time.
1) Partition Mapping: Mapping the M graph partitions to M geo-distributed DCs is a classic combinatorial NP-hard problem and has a solution space of O(M!). For small values of M, we can simply adopt BFS/DFS-based search algorithms to find the optimal mapping solution. For a large number of DCs, we provide the following heuristic: starting from an initial mapping, we iteratively identify the bottlenecks of the inter-DC data communication and relocate the graph partitions in the bottlenecked DCs. We adopt the graph partitioning result generated in the first phase as our initial partition mapping. Relocating graph partitions involves large size of data movement. Thus, in order to optimize inter-DC data transfer time while satisfying WAN usage budget, we consider the following two subproblems: 1) how to identify the bottlenecks of inter-DC data communication and 2) where to relocate the graph partitions in the bottlenecked DCs.
According to Equations 1-3, we can identify the bottlenecks of inter-DC data communication by estimating the data transfer times in the gather and apply stages for each DC r, i.e., T r G (i) and T r A (i), respectively. The bottlenecks for the gather/apply stage are the DCs which have the same data transfer time as T G (i)/T A (i). The bottleneck can be bounded either on the uplink or the downlink of the DC. Denote the bottlenecked DC in the gather and apply stages as d 1 
4:
Identify d1/d2 as the bottlenecked DC in the gather/apply stage;
5:
if d1 == d2 then 6:
U is the sum of the current WAN usage and the data size in d1 and dopt ; 8:
Switch the partition in d1 with that in dopt for plan Popt ; 10:
11:
Find a DC dopt1 from {0,...,M − 1 \ d2} for d1 to switch with, using (G1, dopt1) = EstimateGain(Popt , d1);
13:
Find a DC dopt2 from {0,...,M − 1 \ d1} for d2 to switch with, using (G2, dopt2) = EstimateGain(Popt , d2);
14:
15:
16:
U is the sum of the current WAN usage and the data size in d and dopt ; 17: We adopt Algorithm 2 to make the partition relocation decisions, in which we iteratively compare the gain of switching the graph partition in the bottlenecked DC with any other DCs and choose the one with the best gain to switch to. The gain of a partition switching is calculated as ΔT C , where ΔT is the reduction to the estimated data transfer time after partition switching calculated using Equation 4 (Line 5) and C is the sum of input data sizes in the bottlenecked DC and the DC to be switched with, i.e., the data movement cost (Line 6). Algorithm 2 EstimateGain(P init , d 0 )
Require:
Pinit : the partition mapping solution to be optimized; d0: the bottlenecked DC; Ensure:
Gb: the best gain obtained by replacing the graph partition in d0; d1: the DC chosen to switch graph partition with d0;
P is Pinit after switching the graph partition in d0 with that in d;
5:
ΔT = T0 − EstimateTime(P);
6:
C is the sum of the input data size in DC d0 and d;
7:
Let Gb = ΔT C and d1 = d;
9: return Gb and d1;
Complexity Analysis: The worst-case time complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(M). Assuming the pre-defined maximum number of iterations to check for new bottlenecks in the inter-DC data communications is MaxIter, the worst-case time complexity of our partition mapping heuristic is O(MaxIter × M), which is much faster than the naive search algorithms.
2) Edge Migration: Network bandwidth heterogeneity between different DCs can cause performance bottlenecks even with the optimal partition mapping. For example, as shown in Table I , both the uplink and downlink bandwidths of Sydney are lower than the other two cloud DCs. Thus, an equal partition of the graph workload will lead to performance bottleneck on the Sydney DC. To mitigate such performance bottlenecks, we propose to migrate edges out of the bottlenecked DCs after obtaining the optimal partition mapping.
We identify the bottlenecked DCs and links in the same way as the partition mapping step. There can be four types of bottlenecked links, namely uplink/downlink bounded in the gather stage and uplink/downlink bounded in the apply stage. If the gather and apply stages are bounded on the same link of the same DC, we migrate edges out of that DC considering the improvement to the inter-DC data transfer time. Otherwise, we select the link with more possible reduction to the data transfer time of the gather and apply stages to migrate.
Based on Equations 1-3, we address a bottlenecked link l r of DC r as follows. If l r is uplink and bounds the gather stage, the network traffic on l r is mainly caused by mirror replicas in the DC sending gathering data to the masters. Thus, we order the mirror replicas according to their gathering data sizes (i.e., g r v (i) for the mirror of vertex v in DC r) in a priority queue Q. We iteratively remove the vertices in Q until l r is no longer the bottleneck or Q is empty. If l r is downlink and also bounds the gather stage, the network traffic on l r is mainly caused by master replicas receiving the gathering data from mirrors. Thus, we order the master replicas in DC r according to their non-local gathering data sizes. After removing the master replicas, we choose new master replicas for each vertex using the same policy as introduced in the streaming graph partitioning step. Similarly, for bottlenecks of the apply stage, if l r is uplink (downlink), we order the master (mirror) replicas in DC r according to the vertex data sizes. After removing a vertex replica v, we migrate the edges connected to v to a DC which results in the minimum inter-DC data transfer time. We calculate the inter-DC data transfer time after migrating an edge using Equation 4 with the updated inter-DC network traffic. By default, we migrate the edges one at a time.
Complexity Analysis: The average time complexity of the edge migration can be calculated as O(|Q| × |E| |V | × M). As |Q| is on average
|V |

M , we have the time complexity as O(|E|).
To balance the trade-off between the effectiveness and efficiency of edge migrations, we provide two optimizations. First, as introduced in Section II, it is common in power-law graphs that a small portion of vertices are contributing to most of the data traffic. Thus, we can limit the length of Q to a small value L Q while achieving similar migration results. Second, for each vertex candidate v in Q, we group the edges connected to v into C groups, where edges in the same group will be migrated at the same time to the same DC. We adopt the clustering method to group edges, and the distance between two edges is defined as the intersection size between the replication locations of the other end of the edges. For example, for two edges (u, v) and (w, v), the distance between them is defined as |R(u) ∩ R(w)|. In this way, we can minimize the number of additional vertex replications and hence the size of additional inter-DC data transfer caused by edge migrations. With the two optimizations, we are able to reduce the time complexity of edge migration to O(L Q ×C × M).
V. PARTITION REFINEMENT FOR DYNAMIC GRAPHS
With G-Cut, we are able to partition a static graph in O(|E|) time, assuming |E| M. However, many real-world graphs such as social network graphs are dynamic, with frequent vertex and edge insertions and deletions (e.g., newly registered/deactivated users and following/unfollowing operations). These changes to a graph can greatly affect graph partitioning decisions. For example, a deactivated celebrity Facebook user, who usually has a large number of followers, can greatly affect the network traffic of the new social network graph. Repartitioning the entire graph once changes occur is not cost-effective due to the overhead of repartitioning. In the following, we discuss how to use G-Cut to adaptively partition dynamic graphs with a low overhead.
Since adding and removing a vertex can be represented by adding and removing edges connected to this vertex, we abstract the changes to a dynamic graph as edge insertions and edge deletions, assuming that a graph has no isolated vertex. It has been pointed out by existing studies [26] that a dynamic graph can be viewed as an intermediate state of the streaming graph partitioning. Thus, we can adopt the streaming graph partitioning technique of G-Cut to directly assign inserted edges to DCs. But the challenge is that, the inserted/deleted edges can change the data traffic of vertices and thus make the existing partitioning less effective. For example, when inserting a large number of edges connected to an originally low-degree vertex v, it is better to move v to a DC with high bandwidths. Algorithm 3 PartitionRefine(e, threshold). To address this challenge, we periodically apply our partition refinement technique to the updated graph partitions. Specifically, we use partition mapping to relocate the graph partitions which have new edges inserted. We use the edge migration technique to migrate edges from the current bottlenecked DC to DCs which have deleted edges, if the inter-DC data transfer time can be reduced. It is costly to perform the refinement every time an edge is inserted/deleted. Thus, we need to decide the timing of partition refinement. As shown in Algorithm 3, we calculate the increased/decreased data traffic size to a partition caused by edge insertions/deletions using the same way as introduced in streaming graph partitioning. We trigger the partition refinement whenever the amount of changes to data traffic caused by edge insertions/deletions is larger than a threshold. By default, we set threshold to 10% of the overall data traffic size of a partition. The time complexity of inserting a set of edges E is O(|E | + MaxIter × R) and that of deleting a set of edges is O(L Q × C × R), where R is the number of partition refinement operations applied. This is much faster than repartitioning the entire graph.
VI. EVALUATION
We evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of G-Cut using real-world graph datasets on Amazon EC2 and with simulations on Grid'5000 [27] . To emulate the congestion-free network model, we limit the uplink and downlink bandwidths of the instances to be smaller than the WAN bandwidth. The limited bandwidths are proportional to their original bandwidths. We adopt the GAS-based PowerGraph [7] system to execute graph processing algorithms. The evaluated graph partitioning methods are implemented using C++ and integrated in PowerGraph to assign graph edges while loading. We adopt a multi-threaded implementation to parallelize streaming graph partitioning.
A. Experimental Setup
Graphs. We select five real-world graphs for our experiments, which are representative graphs in P2P networks, social networks and web graphs. Table III shows the number of vertices and edges in the graphs [28] .
Graph algorithms. We adopt three graph algorithms which are widely used in different areas.
PageRank (PR) [29] is widely used in web information retrieval to evaluate the relative importance of webpages. The web is modeled as a graph, where each webpage is a vertex and the links between webpages are edges of the graph. Each vertex has a rank value, which gets updated according to the rank values of neighboring vertices.
Shortest Single Source Path (SSSP) [30] finds the shortest paths starting from a single source to all other vertices in the graph. It has been applied in social network analysis to study the relationships between users and in road networks to automatically find directions between two locations.
Subgraph Isomorphism (SI) [31] is used to find the subgraphs matching certain graph pattern in a large graph. It is used in diverse areas as social networks and intelligence analysis for pattern matching of graph-structured data.
Compared methods. We compare G-Cut with three stateof-the-art vertex-cut graph partitioning methods, namely Random [7] , Greedy [7] and GrapH [8] . Random assigns an edge to a random DC (the one containing the source or target node of the edge if possible). Greedy iteratively places edges to the DCs which minimizes the expected vertex replication factor. GrapH considers the heterogeneity in vertex traffic and network pricing, and assigns edges to minimize the monetary communication costs.
Configuration details. We use both real-world experiments and simulations to evaluate the effectiveness of G-Cut. In each region, we construct a cluster of five cc2.8xlarge instances. In all experiments, we compare the performance and WAN usage of graph algorithms optimized by G-Cut and the three compared methods. It is possible that WAN bandwidths are charged differently in different geographic locations. Thus, we also present the monetary cost of inter-DC data communication optimized by the compared methods, using the real network prices charged by Amazon EC2. As GrapH is designed to optimize the data communication cost for graph algorithms, we set the WAN budget to be the WAN usage optimized by GrapH by default.
For simulations, we simulate 20 geo-distributed DCs using the network performances measured from Amazon EC2. All DCs adopt the same network pricing as the US East region. We perform three sets of simulations. First, we construct three geodistributed environments with "Low", "Medium" and "High" network heterogeneities and study the impact of network heterogeneity on the effectiveness of G-Cut. Specifically, in Low, the uplink and downlink of all DCs have the same bandwidths. In Medium, all DCs have the same upload/download bandwidths as those measured from the US East region of Amazon EC2. In High, we randomly select five DCs from Medium and proportionally limit their upload/download bandwidths to a half of their original bandwidths. To quantitatively define the heterogeneity of a network, we use the relative standard deviation of the bandwidths of all links in the network as the metric. For example, the heterogeneity of the geodistributed network environment shown in Figure 1 is calculated as
79. Thus, the normalized heterogeneities of Low, Medium and High are 0, 0.68 and 0.89, respectively. Second, we study the impact of WAN budget on the effectiveness of G-Cut. We define a "'Loose" and a "Tight" budget constraint as 0.25 × W min + 0.75 × W de f ault and 0.5 × (W min + W de f ault ), respectively, and evaluate the performance of G-Cut under the High network heterogeneity. W de f ault is the default WAN budget and W min is the WAN usage of G-Cut with the streaming graph partitioning technique only. Third, we study the effectiveness of G-Cut on supporting dynamic graphs. We take a half of the edges in a graph as the initial static graph and insert the rest of the edges. We adopt GW graph for all simulations. 
B. Real Deployment Results
Inter-DC data transfer time. Figure 4 shows the normalized inter-DC data transfer time optimized by the compared partitioning methods for SI, PR and SSSP algorithms on the five real-world graphs. All results are normalized to the result of Random. We have two observations. First, G-Cut is able to obtain the lowest inter-DC data transfer time results under all settings. G-Cut reduces the execution time of SI algorithm by 2%-23% on GN, 29%-35% on FB, 23%-31% on WV, 17%-48% on GW, and 16%-38% on LJ compared to the other graph partitioning methods. Similarly, G-Cut reduces the data transfer time by 7%-58% for PR and 1%-58% for SSSP. Second, G-Cut performs better for graphs with more heterogeneous data communications. For example, the reduction in the data transfer time obtained by G-Cut is relatively small on GN than the other graphs. We use powerlaw distribution to fit the five evaluated graphs and present the α parameter of the fitted distributions in Table III . The α parameter of GN is smaller than the other graphs, which means the vertex degrees, hence data communications, in GN is more balanced than the other graphs. This also explains the small improvement of G-Cut on GW with PR algorithm (PR gathers from in neighbors only). This observation demonstrates that the heterogeneity-aware techniques in G-Cut are effective in reducing the inter-DC data communication size and time for graph processing jobs in geo-distributed DCs.
We further breakdown the results of G-Cut to evaluate the effectiveness of partition mapping and edge migration techniques in reducing inter-DC data transfer time. Figure 5 shows the data transfer time optimized by the traffic-aware graph partitioning technique only (denoted as Streaming), both Streaming and partition mapping (Placement) and G-Cut for GN and GW graphs. All results are normalized to those of Streaming. The network-aware partition mapping is especially effective in reducing the inter-DC data transfer time of the SI Fig. 7 : Graph processing time algorithm. This is mainly because of the high vertex traffic heterogeneity in SI as also mentioned in existing studies [8] . As a result, relocating graph partitions in bottlenecked DCs can bring more reduction to inter-DC data transfer time. For example, with GW, the time reduced by relocating a graph partition in SI is on average 6.7x and 6.6x higher than that in PR and SSSP, respectively. The edge migration technique is also effective in reducing the data communication overhead. For example, it reduces the data transfer time by 28%-39% and 2%-23% over the results of Placement for GN and GW, respectively.
WAN usage. Figure 6 shows the WAN usage obtained by the compared methods for SI, PR and SSSP algorithms on the five real-world graphs. All results are normalized to the WAN usage budget. G-Cut obtains the lowest WAN usage and is able to satisfy the WAN budget constraint under all settings. G-Cut reduces the WAN usage by 42%-70%, 3%-56% and 2%-56% compared to Random, Greedy and GrapH. Greedy and GrapH obtain similar WAN usage results, as they are both designed to achieve load-balancing among graph partitions. We measure the load-balancing results of the compared methods by calculating the variances of workloads in different graph partitions. Table IV shows the load-balancing measurements of the compared methods on GW with different graph algorithms. All results are normalized to those of Greedy. Although G-Cut has poor load-balancing results, we claim that the computation resources in geodistributed DCs are less scarce than the WAN bandwidth and thus has a smaller impact on the overall performance of graph processing jobs. This claim can be verified with Figure 7 , which shows the overall graph processing time optimized by the compared algorithms for GW graph. We find that despite the less balanced workload distribution of G-Cut, it still obtains the best overall graph processing time.
Inter-DC data transfer monetary cost. Figure 8 shows the normalized monetary cost results obtained by the compared methods for inter-DC data transfer. All results are normalized to those of GrapH. G-Cut obtains lower monetary cost than Random and Greedy in all settings. Comparing with GrapH, G-Cut is able to obtain lower monetary cost in many cases due to its low WAN usage. In some cases, such as for GN and FB graphs running PR and SSSP algorithms, the monetary cost of GrapH is lower than G-Cut. This is because the WAN usages of the two methods in those cases are very close and GrapH is able to distribute data communications to less expensive DCs. Table V shows the percentage of the overall uploading data sizes in each DC optimized by GrapH and G-Cut, using FB graph and PR algorithm. The above observations demonstrate that, although G-Cut is not specifically designed for monetary cost optimizations, it still can achieve good monetary cost results, especially for graphs with heterogeneous traffic. Replication rate. As shown in Table VI , G-Cut is able to obtain the lowest vertex replication rate among all compared graph partitioning methods. This is expected as our streaming heuristic in the streaming graph partitioning technique prefers to assign an edge to the partition which does not require vertex replication. The low replication rate of G-Cut is one reason that G-Cut has a small WAN usage compared to the other graph partitioning methods.
Graph partitioning overhead. To reduce edge migration overhead, we set the L Q parameter to the number of vertices in Q which have data traffic sizes larger than 10% of that of the head of Q. The grouping parameter C is set to L Q 10 . Figure 10 shows the overhead breakdown of G-Cut for different graphs with SI algorithm. The streaming graph partitioning takes a large portion of the overall overhead. On average, it takes less than 8 seconds for G-Cut to partition one million edges, which is comparable to existing methods (usually several seconds for one million edges [8] , [14] ). 
C. Simulation Results
Network heterogeneity. Figure 9 shows the normalized inter-DC data transfer time optimized by the compared algorithms under different network heterogeneities. All results are normalized to those of Random. G-Cut reduces the inter-DC data transfer time over the other three partitioning methods by 1%-33%, 8%-39% and 20%-49% for Low, Medium and High network heterogeneities, respectively. This shows that G-Cut can effectively address the network heterogeneity problem for graph processing in geo-distributed DCs.
WAN usage constraint. Figure 11 shows the normalized data transfer time and WAN usage results of G-Cut under different budget constraints. All results are normalized to those of Tight. We have two observations. First, G-Cut can further reduce the data transfer time when the WAN budget gets loose (e.g., from Tight to Loose). Second, with the same amount of increase in the WAN usage, G-Cut can reduce the inter-DC data transfer time more for SI algorithm than PR and SSSP. This is mainly because the input data sizes of PR and SSSP are much larger than their transfered message sizes.
Dynamic edge insertions. We normalize the optimization results obtained by partitioning the dynamic GW graph to the results of partitioning the entire GW graph using G-Cut. The normalized data transfer time for SI, PR and SSSP are 1.02, 1.05 and 1.05, respectively. The normalized WAN usage for SI, PR and SSSP are 1.32, 1.24, and 1.29, respectively. During edge insertions, there are 791 times of partition refinements for SI, 10 times for PR and 30 times for SSSP. This is mainly because the data traffic heterogeneity in SI is more severe than the other two graph algorithms.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a geo-aware graph partitioning method named G-Cut, to minimize the inter-DC data transfer time of graph processing jobs in geo-distributed DCs while satisfying the WAN usage budget. G-Cut incorporates two optimization phases. While the first phase utilizes the onepass streaming graph partitioning method to reduce inter-DC data traffic size when assigning edges to different DCs, the second phase identifies network bottlenecks and refines graph partitioning accordingly. The experiment results on both real geo-distributed DCs and with simulations have demonstrated that G-Cut is effective in reducing the inter-DC data transfer time with a low runtime overhead. As future work, we plan to extend our techniques to other graph processing models, experiment on graphs with larger sizes and heterogeneous computing environments with GPUs [32] .
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